MEASURING FOR BLINDS IN BAY WINDOWS AND CONSERVATORIES
When fitting blinds in a bay window or conservatory, we recommend that they are fitted as shown in the
diagrams below to give ample coverage in the corners
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Obviously in these cases you will need to make allowances for the corners when measuring. The easiest way of
measuring are detailed below

VERTICAL BLINDS
For vertical blinds cut some strips of card 95mm long (for 89mm louvres or 105mm for 127mm louvres). Lay
these on the windowsill touching the window frames as shown in the diagrams below. On a ‘square’ bay
window or a right angled corner, measure the total recess size for the window across the front as shown and
then measure the sides up to the sides up to your cardboard strips. Order all as recess width.
For other bays or angles corners simply measure where the 2 strips meet and again order as recess size.
If you are using top fix clips to fit your blinds, if you drill the holes 80mm (for 89mm louvres or 90mm for
127mm louvres) in from the window frames they should fit perfectly

OTHER BLINDS
The same principle applies to other blinds. Make some templetes to represent the width of the blind type
for which you are measuring (see below for the widths to make them). Lay these out and measure to where
the templates meet. (NB. When positioning the templates please remember to allow for fitting to avoid any
window handles.

Widths of templates required to
represent different blinds
70mm
30mm

For blinds in a conservatory with 90 degree corners,
always try to have the controls in the positions shown
below. Placing them here rather than where the blind
butts up to another will keep them clear of hanging
within the other blind’s louvers
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Avoid placing
controls here
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Roller Blinds
Aluminium
Venetian
25mm Wooden
Venetian
35mm Wooden
Venetian
50mm Wooden
Venetian

HANDY HINT

Controls Here

FOR FURTHER ADVICE OR ASSISTANCE PLEASE CONTACT US

Tel 0800 098 8823 or 01733 592012 Email sales@blinds247.com

